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New approach on general staff salaries
A message from the Rectstrar

Iast` year, Monash University was confronted with a new and uncertain federal award restructuring
Program

i  -`   Like most  other institutions in the  tertiary sector,  Monash
L  found it difficult to plan ahead during the first six months of

award  restructuring,  and  I  know staff and  managers were
generally disappointed with the outcome of the salary review.

Now that  we  understand  the  probable  outcomes  of the
award restructuring program better, I feel more confident in
planning ahead and implementing a pay program that should
provide benefits in the short term and help to ease us into
a restructured award in the long term.

An effective  pay program should bring together various
management  and  administrative  processes  to  ensure  that
staff    are    rewarded    consistently    according    to    their
contribution.  Last  year  Monash  found  it  difficult  to bring
these processes together.

When we analysed what happened, the following became
obvious:

•      Some  decision-making  processes  would  be  more
effective if they were moved closer to the jobs and
staff concerned.

•      Our     data    management     capability    in    salary
administration is not good enough at present.

•      The university still needs to face the fact that the
current     award     salary     classifications     in     the
Universities General Staff Award are not providing
us with the pay solutions we need.

•      Award  restructuring  at   the  federal  level  is  not
moving as quickly as the sector had anticipated and
is  unlikely to  assist  us  in  solving  the  pressing pay
problems.

The  heads  of budgetary  groups/units  (including  deans)
have also recognised these points. At  a special meeting on
7   February  they   considered   my  proposals   for   ways   to
overcome  some  of  the  pressing  concerns  and  to  build  a
better foundation for longer term pay decisions.

Since  that  meeting  a  small  negotiating  group  from  the
Victorian   Colleges   and   Universities   Staff   Association
(VCUSA) have discussed the issues with me. As a result of
those discussions I believe we have come up with a new way
of introducing a more effective pay program for the general
staff at Monash.

First, we need to balance the views, opinions and needs of
the various budgetary groups/units with respect to pay. This
means coming up with an acceptable way of identifying and
assessing the internal influences on pay such as job size (Hay

job evaluation) and individual experience and contribution,
and balancing that with external influences such as relevant
labor  market  rates  and the  university's  ability to  compete
successfully for staff and funding.

It is not easy to combine these aspects in such a way that
staff feel assured that their individual interests are balanced
adequately with those of the university. We need people of
varying  perspective  who  are  competent  as  managers  and
who can develop and implement effectively the nfcessary pay
reforms to assist the university.

To  meet  this  need  the  Vice-Chancellor,  Professor  Mal
Logan  has  set  up  the  General  Staff Salaries  Consultative
Group   (GSSCG)   to   mediate   and  audit   this  "balancing"
process   and   to   work   closely   with   heads   of  budgetary
groups/units,  helping them  to implement individual salary
decisions for their staff.

There  will be  a  two-pronged  attack  on. the  problems  of
general staff salaries:

•      1.   To   satisfy  the  wishes   of  heads   of  budgetary

groups/units   that   urgent   salary   upgrading   be
implemented immediately.

•      2. To introduce better understanding into the longer
term salary administration functions of Monash to
ensure  that  award  restructuring  produces  positive
results.

What this means for general staff and their managers:

•      Job evaluation processes and decisions will be more
closely controlled by the managers and their staff in
the budgetary groups/units.

•      There will be more responsive processes developed
before    June    to    enable    managers    to    award
appropriate salary increases to staff inmediately in
recognition   of   increases   either   in  job   size   or
individual contribution. These processes also would
be  more  closely  controlled  by  the  managers  and
their staff in the budgetary groups/units.

•      The    GSSCG    and    the    heads    of    budgetary
groups/units will be working to a tight schedule so
that anomalies in current individual salaries can be
rectified by June-July. Such pay decisions would be
retrospective   to   1   January   1990   under   normal
circumstances.
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No  person will  have their  salary reduced  through
this  exercise  or  their  rights  to  salary  progression
provided    by    their    current    substantive    salary
classification diminished.

•      Managers and their staff will be working together to
make   difficult    pay   decisions   for   their    areas.
Guidelines  and  support  will  be  provided  by  the
GSSCG and Personnel Services, but ownership for
the    decisions    will    rest    with    each    budgetary
group/unit.

The GSSCG will consist Of:

Group   leader,   Dr   Peter   Dowling,   an   associate
director in the Graduate School of Management. Dr
Dowling    is    an    experienced    human    resource
theoretician/practitioner who will provide expertise
and    advice    in    human    resource    management,
particularly   salary   administration,   for   Monash
managers and VCUSA representatives.
Three  university  managers  chosen  by  the  Vice-
Chancellor  in  consultation  with  the  group  leader
and  Registrar   from  a  pool  of  senior  university
managers  suggested  by  the  Committee  of Deans.
They    are    Professor    Bruce    West,    from    the
department     of     Chemistry;     Professor     Philip
Thomson, chairman of the department of German
Studies and Slavic Studies; and Mr Mar Robinson,
manager of Administration Data Processing.

•      Three  staff  representatives  chosen  by  the  Vice-
Chancellor  in  consultation  with  the  group  leader
and  Registrar  from  a  pool  of staff nominated  by
VCUSA. They are Mr Ron Boulton, department of
Physiology and president of VCUSA (Monash); Ms
Rosemary Burns, Faculty of Arts; and Dr Margaret
James, Equal Opportunity Co-ordinator.

The Group's brief is to:

•      Move  the  Hay job  evaluation  processes  closer  to
the jobs and staff concerned.

•      Examine  overall  university  pay  levels  and  make
decisions in  consultation with the Vice-Chancellor
on  the  position  of  the  university  in  terms  of  the
external labor market(s).

•      Assist   the   Vice-Chancellor   in   determining   how
much  to  weight  the  importance  of  internal  pay
equity versus external salary competitiveness.

•      Forecast  salary moves and assist managers to plan
and budget for salary increases.

Translate    the   necessary   salary   objectives   into
university  practice.  This  will  be  done  through  a
process  of  program  design  and  implementation,
which  will  involve  a  working  collaboration  with
heads  of  budgetary  groups/units  and  Personnel
Services.

•      Recommend on human resource management policy
and issues as it sees fit.

Other features of the Group are:

•      It has a central mediating and auditing role, but is
not an industrial relations negotiating group. In the
event of an unresolved dispute between the GSSCG
and  the  Head(s),  VCUSA  or  Personnel  Services,
the Vice-Chancellor, through the Registrar, may be
called   upon  by   the   party,   or   parties,   to   bring
together negotiators or to arbitrate if necessary.

•      A  review  of  the  GSSCG  role  will  be  undertaken
after 12 months of operation or when a new salary
structure is determined through the federal award
restructuring process, whichever is the sooner. The
review will  be  co-ordinated by  Personnel Services'`
and     include    views     of    heads     of    budgetary
groups/units    as    the    umbrella    group    for    all
managers, VCUSA and all general staff.

•      Following  such  a  review,  the  Vice-Chancellor  will
decide whether  the  Group  has provided  sufficient
added   value   to   the   university   to   warrant   its
continuing operation, and VCUSA have the option
to  withdraw  from  the  Group  if  their  continued
involvement unduly compromises them industrially.

•      Initially,  the  GSSCG  will  be  concerned  only  with
Monash  University  pay  issues.  At  an  appropriate
stage,   the   Group   will   be   enlarged   to   include
Chisholm  representatives when issues arising from
the  merger  in  the  general  staff  area  need  to  be
considered.

In the short term, I expect that the GSSCG will develop
a  process  to  further  review  job  evaluations  quickly  and
consistently, and will set up a more effective salary grading
structure using the current award paid rates.

With  the  support  of the  Salary Administration Team  in
Personnel  Services,  Dr  Dowling will begin  to  convene  the
GSSCG    this    month.    I    will    keep    you    informed    of
developments.

A.L. Pritchard
Redstrar
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